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A GERSTEN COMPLEX ON REAL SCHEMES

FANGZHOU JIN AND HENG XIE

ABSTRACT. We discuss a connection between coherent duality and Verdier duality via a Gersten-type

complex of sheaves on real schemes, and show that this construction gives a dualizing object in the

derived category, which is compatible with the exceptional inverse image functor f !. The hyperco-

homology of this complex coincides with hypercohomology of the sheafified Gersten-Witt complex,

which in some cases can be related to topological or semialgebraic Borel-Moore homology.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In algebraic geometry and topology, there are several frameworks in which local and global duality

theorems can be incarnated by a machinery of Grothendieck six functors formalism, such as

(D1) coherent duality in the derived category of quasi-coherent sheaves over a scheme;

(D2) étale duality in the derived category of torsion étale sheaves over a scheme;

(D3) Verdier duality in the derived category of sheaves over a locally compact topological space;

(D4) A1-homotopic duality in triangulated categories of motivic sheaves.

All these formalisms are modelled over (D1) in [Har66], where one of the main upshot is the

existence of dualizing objects and the fact that they are preserved by the exceptional inverse image

functor f !. However, (D1) behaves quite differently from the others: for example, in the coherent

context, the exceptional direct image functor f! does not exist, and there is no suitable subcategory

of constructible objects perserved by the six functors, while base change and purity theorems hold in

a much greater generality. One of the main goals of this paper is to build up a bridge between (D1)

and a variant of (D3) related to semialgebraic spaces, which is provided by a Gersten complex of real

schemes. In this new way, dualizing complexes in (D1) naturally give rise to some explicit dualizing

objects in (D3).

From a more concrete point of view, we are motivated by the following question:

Is there a natural analog of singular cohomology in algebraic geometry?

Classically, for smooth varieties X over C, there are cycle class maps

CHkpXq Ñ H2kpXpCq,Zq(1.0.0.1)

from Chow groups to singular cohomology. For an algebraic variety X over the field of real numbers

R, we have the following analogue of the cycle class maps: if we denote by Ij the sheaf of j-th power

of the fundamental ideal in the Witt group, then there are twisted signature morphisms from twisted

Ij-cohomology to twisted singular cohomology with local coefficients on XpRq

Sign : H ipX, IjpLqq Ñ H ipXpRq,ZpLqq(1.0.0.2)

for any line bundle L on X, which are compatible with pullbacks, pushforwards and intersection

products, and the map (1.0.0.2) is an isomorphism if j ě dimX ` 1 (see [Jac17] for the untwisted

case, and [HWXZ21] for the general case). 1 Here the “twists” by a line bundle L are defined à la

Morel (see 2.1.5 below), which can also be understood on the Witt-theoretic side, see [HWXZ21,

2.32]. 2

The intrinsic relation between the Ij-cohomology and real algebraic geometry can be better under-

stood via the theory of real schemes: for any scheme X, the associated real scheme Xr is a topologi-

cal space whose underlying sets consists of points of X together with orderings on the residue fields

(see 2.3.1 below), which is a spectral space in the sense of Hochster ([Hoc69]). The definition of

the real scheme stems from the study of the link between real algebraic geometry and étale cohomol-

ogy with 2-torsion coefficients ([Sch94]), and recent progress provides more interesting relations of

this object with other areas of mathematics: for example, as a variant of the map (1.0.0.2), Jacobson

([Jac17, Theorem 8.6]) constructs an isomorphism relating the sheaf cohomology of the powers of

1In [HWXZ21], it is also shown that if X is a smooth cellular variety, then the map (1.0.0.2) is always an isomorphism

for any j.
2Such twists do not appear in the case for varieties over C, as complex vector bundles are always canonically oriented,

which is not the case for real vector bundles.
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the fundamental ideal in the Witt groups of quadratic forms with the constant sheaf cohomology on

the real scheme

HnpX, I8q » HnpXr,Zq(1.0.0.3)

(see 2.3.6 below for a generalization); more recently, Bachmann shows that the minus part of the mo-

tivic stable homotopy category is precisely provided by the information on the real scheme ([Bac18,

Theorem 35]).

On the other hand, within the framework of the six functors in motivic homotopy, a systematic

theory that relates cohomology and Borel-Moore theories (also called bivariant theory) is developed

by Déglise ([Dég18]), based on some ideas of Voevodsky. The table below indicates how these two

types of theories can be philosophically compared (see also [DJK18]):

cohomology Borel-Moore theory

b-invertible objects dualizing objects

preserved by f˚ preserved by f !

ring structure module over cohomology

For example, algebraic G-theory agrees with the Borel-Moore theory associated to algebraic K-

theory ([Jin18]). For smooth schemes, cohomology agree with Borel-Moore theory up to a twist by

Poincaré duality. In general, cohomology theories usually have a ring structure, while Borel-Moore

theories have better localization properties.

From this point of view, Jacobson’s isomorphism (1.0.0.3) can be regarded as an identification of

cohomology theories. Since Bachmann’s theorem relates sheaves on real schemes to motivic homo-

topy, a natural question arises whether there is a Borel-Moore type analogue . Just as Grothendieck’s

coherent duality ([Har66]) refines Serre’s duality by considering dualizing complexes instead of du-

alizing sheaves, it is attempting to think that such an analogue for real schemes should involve com-

plexes of sheaves. Following this vein, one of the first results of this paper shows that, the iso-

morphism (1.0.0.2) naturally generalizes to singular varities, and provide the following signature

isomorphism

Sign : HnpX, I8pLqq » HBM
n pXpRq,ZpLqq(1.0.0.4)

where the right side is the classical Borel-Moore homology in topology (see Corollary 8.2.5 below).

On the Witt-theoretic side, a candidate of such a complex is constructed by Gille ([Gil07, 7.1]),

which associates to a (coherent) dualizing complex a Gersten-type complex of Witt groups. We will

reproduce this construction in Section 4.1, while avoiding the choices of injective hulls as in [Gil07].

It is worth mentioning that a very similar construction using residual complexes appears recently in

[Plo19, §3]. For a discussion for the corresponding Gersten conjecture, see Remark 4.2.6.

On the side of real schemes, our inspiration comes from a complex of sheaves defined by Schei-

derer ([Sch95, Corollary 2.3]): for a regular scheme, Scheiderer’s result states that the constant sheaf

over the real scheme has a canonical resolution by acyclic sheaves which comes from the E1-page of

the coniveau spectral sequence. Since the structure sheaf of a regular scheme is a dualizing complex,

by comparing with Gille’s complex, one tend to believe that a natural analogue on real schemes could

be given by a complex of acyclic sheaves associated to a (coherent) dualizing complex.

These considerations lead us to define, for a scheme X with a dualizing complex K , a new complex

GpXr,K q of sheaves of abelian groups on Xr , as a Rost-Schmid type complex where the residue

homomorphisms are given by the information captured from the stalks of the dualizing complex,

using the twisting techniques from [HWXZ21]. Such a construction is very natural to us, and maybe

inherent to Grothendieck’s insights on “residues and duality”.
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2. CONVENTIONS AND PRELIMINARIES

2.1. On schemes and sheaves.

2.1.1. A precomplex (of abelian groups) stands for a sequence of maps of abelian groups.

2.1.2. All schemes considered are noetherian schemes of finite Krull dimension. Smooth morphisms

are seperated of finite type. If X is a scheme and x is a point of X, denote by kpxq the residue field

of x.

2.1.3. All sheaves considered are sheaves of abelian groups. We identify a vector bundle with the

locally free sheaf given by the sheaf of its sections.

2.1.4. If X Ñ S and Y Ñ S are two morphisms of schemes, denote by pX : X ˆS Y Ñ X

and pY : X ˆS Y Ñ Y the projections. If F (respectively G) is a sheaf of abelian groups on X

(respectively Y ), denote by F bS G :“ p˚
XF b p˚

Y G.

2.1.5. Let pX,OX q be a ringed space and let L be an invertible OX-module. If F is a sheaf on X

with an action of the sheaf Oˆ
X , we define the twisted sheaf FpLq to be the sheaf associated to the

presheaf

U ÞÑ FpUq b
ZrOˆ

X
pUqs ZrLpUqˆs(2.1.5.1)

where ZrLpUqˆs denotes the free abelian group generated by elements of LpUqˆ ([Mor12, §5],

[HWXZ21, Definition 2.28]). An isomorphism L » OX induces an isomorphism F » FpLq, so in

particular the twisted sheaf FpLq is always locally isomorphic to F .

The twisting operation is compatible with pullbacks and tensor products of invertible modules: if

f : Y Ñ X is a morphism, then f˚pFpLqq “ pf˚Fqpf˚Lq; if L and L1 are two invertible OX -

modules, then pFpLqqpL1q “ FpL b L1q.

2.1.6. A quasi-projective morphism f : Y Ñ X is a local complete intersection (abbreviated as

lci) morphism if it factors as a regular closed immersion followed by a smooth morphism. Such a

morphism is a perfect morphism, and its cotangent complex τf is a perfect complex of OY -modules.
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2.1.7. Let X be a regular scheme. For any point x P X, we denote by ωx{X the inverse of the

determinant of the normal bundle of the regular closed immersion Specpkpxqq Ñ SpecpOX,xq.

2.2. On dualizing complexes.

2.2.1. If X is a scheme, we denote by Db
cpQpXqq the derived category of bounded complexes of

quasi-coherent sheaves on X with coherent cohomology.

2.2.2. For M‚ P Db
cpQpXqq, the support of M‚ is the subset of X defined as

suppM‚ “ tx P X|HipM‚qx ‰ 0 for some i P Z u.(2.2.2.1)

2.2.3. A dualizing complex on a scheme X is a complex K‚ P Db
cpQpXqq

K‚ “ p¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ 0 Ñ Km dm
ÝÑ Km`1 dm´1

ÝÑ ¨ ¨ ¨
dn´1

ÝÑ Kn Ñ 0 Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ q(2.2.3.1)

such that for any F‚ P Db
cpQpXqq the canonical map

F‚ Ñ RHomOX
pRHomOX

pF‚,K‚q,K‚q(2.2.3.2)

is an isomorphism. If moreover, Kr is injective and an essential extension of kerpdrq for all r P Z,

we say K‚ is a minimal dualizing complex. We will usually use the simplified notation K without

the bullet to mean the complex K‚, if no confusion occurs.

Note that in contrast, a dualizing object will refer to the real étale duality in this paper, see Defini-

tion 8.1.2.

2.2.4. If f : X Ñ Y is a separated morphism of finite type, there is a functor f ! : D`
c pQpY qq Ñ

D`
c pQpXqq, which can be constructed using smoothings ([Har66, III 8.7]) or Nagata compactifica-

tions ([LH09]).

2.2.5. If X is a scheme, any two dualizing complexes on X differ by an invertible sheaf up to a shift

([Har66, V 3.1]).

2.2.6. If x is a point of X and K is a dualizing complex on X, denote by πx : Specpkpxqq Ñ
SpecpOX,xq the canonical map and Kx P Db

cpQpOX,xqq the pullback of the complex K via

the canonical morphism SpecpOX,xq Ñ X. Then there is a unique integer µK pxq such that

π!
xKx P Db

cpQpkpxqqq is quasi-isomorphic to a 1-dimensional kpxq-vector space concentrated in de-

gree µK pxq; in addition, the association x ÞÑ µK pxq defines a codimension function on X ([Har66,

V 3.4, 7.1]). We will use the letters m and n respectively to refer to the minimum and the maximum

of µK .

2.2.7. Denote Xppq :“ tx P X|µKpxq “ pu.

2.2.8. If K is a minimal dualizing complex and µKpxq “ p, then we have an identification

π!
xKx “ Kkpxqr´ps

where Kkpxq :“ HomOX,x
pkpxq,Kp

xq is a one dimensional vector space over kpxq. This fact follows

directly from [Gil07, Proposition 1.10] and Section 2.2.6. Here, note that π!
xKx is a minimal dualizing

complex over the field kpxq.

2.2.9. If L is an invertible OX -module, then µK=µKbL and pK b Lqkpxq – Kkpxq b Lkpxq.
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2.2.10. If X is a regular scheme, then there is a minimal dualizing complex KX resolving OX .

Note that µKX
: X Ñ Z is the ususal codimension function on X (cf. [Har66, V §10]). If L is a line

bundle on X, then we denote KL :“ KX b L which is the minimal dualizing complex resolving L.

2.2.11. If f : X Ñ Y is a quasi-projective lci morphism of relative dimension d and K is a dualizing

complex on Y , then there is an isomorphism in Db
cpQpXqq

f !K » f˚K b detpτf qrds(2.2.11.1)

which is compatible with composition of quasi-projective lci morphisms. If f is a regular closed

immersion, this is the fundamental local isomorphism ([Har66, III 7.3, p. 180]); if f is smooth, the

isomorphism is defined in [Har66, III §2]. In general, the isomorphism (2.2.11.1) is defined by gluing

these two cases, and is independent of the factorization of f as a regular closed immersion followed

by a smooth morphism ([Har66, III §8]).

2.3. On real schemes.

2.3.1. For a scheme X, the associated real scheme Xr is a topological space constructed by gluing

real spectra of rings (cf. [Sch95, 0.4.2]). Its points are pairs px, P q, where x is a point of X and P

is an ordering of the residue field of x. Forgetting the orderings on residue fields yields a canonical

continuous map

supp : Xr Ñ X.(2.3.1.1)

2.3.2. For any scheme X, the canonical inclusion X ˆZ Q Ñ X is a pro-open immersion, which

induces an isomorphism on the underlying real schemes Xr “ pX ˆZQqr, that is, the underlying real

scheme only depends on the characteristic 0 fiber. This is because any field of positive characteristic

cannot have an ordering. Therefore in the study of real schemes it is harmless to assume that all

schemes have characteristic 0.

2.3.3. We now introduce the analog of twists à la Morel in 2.1.5 for real schemes. Recall that for

any ordering P on a field F , there is a group homomorphism SignP : Fˆ Ñ t1,´1u sending a to 1

if a P P and a to ´1 if a R P .

Lemma 2.3.4. For any Zariski open subset U Ă X and regular function f P Oˆ
XpUq, the sign map

Signpfq : Ur Ñ t˘1u given by px, P q ÞÑ SignP pfxq is locally constant.

Proof. We may assume that U “ SpecA is affine. The global section f : A Ñ A is an automorphism

of A, viewed as a free module over itself, so we may consider f as a unit in A. Recall that a subbasis

of the topology on the real spectrum sperA is given by the sets Dpaq :“ tpx, P q P SperA : ax ąP 0u
for a P A. As fx is non-zero for any x, SperA is the disjoint union of Dpfq and Dp´fq. The value of

SignP pfxq is constant `1 on Dpfq and constant ´1 on Dp´fq. �

We thus obtain a morphism of abelian sheaves Oˆ
X Ñ supp˚t˘1u, and, by adjunction, a mor-

phism supp˚pOˆ
X q Ñ t˘1u. We can upgrade this morphism to a morphism of sheaves of rings

Zrsupp˚pOˆ
Xqs Ñ Zrt˘1us. This allows us to view any abelian sheaf on Xr as a Zrsupp˚pOˆ

Xqs-
module.

Definition 2.3.5. Let L be an invertible OX -module, and let A be a sheaf of abelian groups on Xr.

For any open constructible subset U of Xr , we define the group

CpU,ApLqq “ ApUq b
Zrsupp˚pOˆ

X
qs Zrsupp˚pLˆqs(2.3.5.1)
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and the twisted sheaf ApLq is the sheaf of abelian groups on Xr defined as the sheafification of the

presheaf U ÞÑ CpU,ApLqq, which is a sheaf locally isomorphic to A.

In particular, for any invertible OX-module L, we denote by ZpLq the twisted sheaf associated to

the constant sheaf Z on Xr therefore obtained, which is a locally constant sheaf locally isomorphic

to Z. This sheaf will play an essential role in what follows.

2.3.6. We denote by I8 “ colimj I
j (resp. I8 “ colimj I

j) the colimit of the powers of the fun-

damental ideal (resp. the colimit of the Zariski sheaves of the powers of the fundamental ideal). By

[HWXZ21, Appendix], for any invertible OX -module L on X, there is an isomorphism of sheaves

I8pLq » supp˚pZpLqq.(2.3.6.1)

In the case L “ OX , the isomorphism (2.3.6.1) is due to Jacobson ([Jac17, Theorem 8.6]).

3. MAIN RESULTS OF THE PAPER

For a scheme X with a minimal dualizing complex K , we recall in Section 4.1 the construction of

the Gersten-Witt complex. In Section 4.2 we construct in a different way a Rost-Schmid complex of

the form

à

µKpxq“m

Wpkpxq,Kkpxqq Ñ
à

µKpxq“m`1

Wpkpxq,Kkpxqq Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ
à

µKpxq“n

Wpkpxq,Kkpxqq.

(3.0.0.1)

The construction follows the ideas of [Schmid], using the twisted residue and transfer maps on Witt

groups. When 2 is invertible on X, the precomplex (3.0.0.1) agrees with the Gersten-Witt complex,

and in particular is a complex (cf. Theorem 4.2.5).

In Sections 4.3 and 4.4 we study the restriction of the complex (3.0.0.1) to the powers of the funda-

mental ideal, as well as its cohomology with support. The main upshot is the following devissage-type

result (cf. Theorem 4.4.5):

Theorem 3.0.1. Let π : Z Ñ X be a closed immersion and assume that 2 is invertible on both

schemes. Then there is a canonical isomorphism

H ipZ, Ij , π!K q » H ipX on Z, Ij ,K q.(3.0.1.1)

Here H ipX, Ij ,K q is the i-th hypercohomology of the sheafification of the complex (3.0.0.1),

where we replace everywhere Witt groups by the j-th power of the fundamental ideal Ij , and

H ipX on Z, Ij ,K q is the variant with support in Z .

In Sections 5.1 and 5.2 we define the twisted residue and transfer maps on real schemes. The

former is modeled over [Jac17, §3], and the latter arises naturally as a particular case of coherent

duality. We use them in Section 5.3 to define a precomplex of abelian groups of the form

À
µKpxq“m

Cpxr,ZpKkpxqqq Ñ
À

µKpxq“m`1

Cpxr,ZpKkpxqqq Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ
À

µKpxq“n

Cpxr,ZpKkpxqqq.
(3.0.1.2)

We show that the precomplex (3.0.1.2) is a complex in Theorem 5.3.3 by comparing it with the

complex (3.0.0.1). By sheafifying the complex (3.0.1.2) we obtain a complex of sheaves of abelian

groups on Xrà

µK pxq“m

pixrq˚ZpKkpxqq Ñ
à

µK pxq“m`1

pixrq˚ZpKkpxqq Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ
à

µKpxq“n

pixr q˚ZpKkpxqq(3.0.1.3)
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which we denote by GpXr,K q, called the Gersten complex. Note that GpXr,Kq is a complex of

acyclic sheaves, so its hypercohomology agree with the cohomology of the complex (3.0.1.2). Fur-

thermore we have the following result:

Theorem 3.0.2. If 2 is invertible on X, then H ipX, I8,K q agrees with the i-th hypercohomology

group of GpXr,K q.

In Sections 6 and 7 we justify the fundamental properties of the complex GpXr,Kq. We start by

building some refinements on the six functors on real schemes (cf. Theorems 6.1.9 and 6.1.12):

Theorem 3.0.3. (1) (Poincaré duality) If f : X Ñ Y is a smooth morphism of relative dimension

d with tangent bundle Tf , there is an isomorphism of functors

f˚
r p´q b ZpdetpTf qqrds Ñ f !

rp´q.(3.0.3.1)

(2) (absolute purity) Let i : Z Ñ X be a closed immersion between regular schemes of pure

codimension c, and denote by N the normal bundle of i. Then for any locally constant

constructible sheaf F on Xr there is an isomorphism in DpZrq

i˚rF b ZpdetpNq´1qr´cs » i!rF .(3.0.3.2)

For a more detailed discussion about duality and purity results in the motivic context, see [DJK18]

and [DFJK21]. Now Theorem 3.0.3 allows us to prove the main results of the paper (cf. Corol-

lary 6.2.8, Theorem 7.0.1 and Theorem 8.1.4):

Theorem 3.0.4. (1) If X is a regular excellent scheme with a dualizing complex K and L is an

invertible OX -module, then there is a canonical isomorphism ZpLq » GpXr, Lq in DpXrq.

(2) If f : X Ñ Y is a quasi-projective morphism between excellent schemes and K is a dualizing

complex on Y , there is an isomorphism

GpXr, f
!K q » f !

rGpYr,K q(3.0.4.1)

which is compatible with compositions in the sense of (7.3.2.9).

(3) If X is an excellent scheme with a dualizing complex K , then the complex GpXr,K q is a

dualizing object of DpXrq (see Definition 8.1.2).

Theorem 3.0.4 (1) is a generalization of [Sch95, Corollary 2.3]. The proof of Theorem 3.0.4 (2)

uses Theorem 3.0.4 (1), Theorem 3.0.1 and Poincaré duality. We deduce Theorem 3.0.4 (3) from

Theorem 3.0.4 (1) and (2) using some techniques with six functors.

In Section 8.2 we discuss some relations with the semialgebraic Borel-Moore homology over a

real closed field ([Del91, III §2]). In particular, over the field of real numbers we recover the classical

Borel-Moore homology in topology ([BM60], see also [Ver66], [Bre97, III] and [Iver86, IX]).

4. BOREL-MOORE DEVISSAGE

4.1. The Gersten-Witt complex.

4.1.1. Throughout Section 4.1, we assume that 2 is invertible in all schemes. Our main references

are [BW02] and [Gil07].
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4.1.2. Let X be a scheme with a minimal dualizing complex K . We consider the triangulated

category with duality

pDb
cpQpXqq,#K , canK , λK q(4.1.2.1)

in the sense of Schlichting [Sch17, Section 3]. For the translation of Balmer’s δ-exact duality and

Schlichting’s duality, we refer to [Xie19, Section 2]. The codimension function µK : X Ñ Z

associated to K induces a filtration on the derived category Db
cpQpXqq as

Db
cpQpXqq “ Dm Ě Dm`1 Ě ¨ ¨ ¨ Ě Dn Ě p0q(4.1.2.2)

where Dp :“
 
M P Db

cpQpXqq : µKpxq ě p for all x P suppM
(

. Since Dp`1 Ď Dp is a saturated

subcategory, we have an exact sequence of triangulated category with duality

Dp`1 Ñ Dp q
ÝÑ Dp{Dp`1(4.1.2.3)

which induces a long exact sequence of Witt groups

¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ WipDp`1,K q Ñ WipDp,K q
q˚
ÝÑ WipDp{Dp`1,K q

B
ÝÑ Wi`1pDp`1,K q Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ .

(4.1.2.4)

Now, we get a complex

WmpDm{Dm`1,K q
Bq

ÝÑ Wm`1pDm`1{Dm`2,K q
Bq

ÝÑ ¨ ¨ ¨
Bq

ÝÑ WnpDn,K q.(4.1.2.5)

The localization functor (which is an equivalence of triangulated categories)

Dp{Dp`1 ÝÑ
ž

µKpxq“p

Db
c,mx

pQpOX,xqq(4.1.2.6)

induces an isomorphism of Witt groups

WipDp{Dp`1,K q »
à

µKpxq“p

Wi
mx

pOX,x,Kxq.(4.1.2.7)

For x P X, denote by πx : Specpkpxqq Ñ SpecpOX,xq the canonical map. By [Xie20, Lemma 4.3],

for any i there is a devissage isomorphism

πx,˚ : Wipkpxq, π!
xKxq » Wi

mx
pOX,x,Kxq.(4.1.2.8)

Putting all these together we get a complex

À
µKpxq“m

Wmpkpxq, π!
xKxq

Bq

ÝÑ
À

µK pxq“m`1

Wm`1pkpxq, π!
xKxq Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ

À
µKpxq“n

Wnpkpxq, π!
xKxq,

(4.1.2.9)

which can be rewritten as

à

µKpxq“m

Wpkpxq,Kkpxqq
Bq

ÝÑ
à

µKpxq“m`1

Wpkpxq,Kkpxqq Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ
à

µKpxq“n

Wpkpxq,Kkpxqq

(4.1.2.10)

by Section 2.2.8.

4.2. The Rost-Schmid complex.
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4.2.1. Let X be a scheme and let K be a minimal dualizing complex on X. We construct the

Rost–Schmid precomplex

à

µK pxq“m

Wpkpxq,Kkpxqq
B
ÝÑ

à

µKpxq“m`1

Wpkpxq,Kkpxqq Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ
à

µKpxq“n

Wpkpxq,Kkpxqq

(4.2.1.1)

in a different way from the complex (4.1.2.10) by following the method of [Schmid]. This complex

shall be denoted by CpX,W,Kq. Eventually in Theorem 4.2.5 we show that the two constructions

agree when 2 is invertible on X.

4.2.2. If A is a one dimensional local domain with field of fractions F , we denote Ã be its normal-

ization. Ã contains finitely many maximal ideals. Choose one maximal ideal m̃ of Ã . Now, Ãm̃ is a

discrete valuation ring with field of fractions F with residue field kpm̃q, and Ãm̃ is a finitely generated

A module. Thus, we have a finite morphism f̃ : SpecpÃm̃q Ñ SpecpAq, and we form a commutative

diagram

SpecpÃm̃q
f̃

// SpecpAq

Specpkpm̃qq

π̃

OO

g
// Specpkpmqq

π

OO

(4.2.2.1)

The Rost–Schmid residue map

δ : WpF q Ñ Wpkpm̃q, pm̃{m̃2q˚q(4.2.2.2)

is defined by sending a form xay on F to δ
πỹ

2 pxayq b π˚ where δ2 is Milnor’s second residue (cf.

[MH73, Lemma 1.2]) and π˚ is the dual basis of the basis π in the free rank one kpm̃q vector space

m̃{m̃2.

If K is a minimal dualizing complex on SpecpAq, then f̃ !K is a minimal dualizing complex on

SpecpÃm̃q, cf. [Gil07, Sublemma 6.11]. Let Kkpm̃q :“ pf̃ !Kqkpm̃q and let Ω be the kernel of the first

differential of f̃ !K (which is a dualizing module). We have a twisted residue map

δ : WpF,KF q Ñ Wpkpm̃q,Kkpm̃qq(4.2.2.3)

induced by the Rost-schmid residue map, this is because we have isomorphisms KF » ΩF and

Kkpm̃q
(2.2.11.1)

» Ω bÃ
m̃

pm̃{m̃2q˚ » Ωkpm̃q bkpm̃q pm̃{m̃2q˚.(4.2.2.4)

Note that kpmq Ă kpm̃q is a finite field extension, and there are canonical isomorphisms

Kkpm̃q “ pf̃ !Kqkpm̃q » g!Kkpmq,(4.2.2.5)

and we define the twisted transfer as

tr : Wpkpm̃q,Kkpm̃qq » Wpkpm̃q, g!Kkpmqq
g˚
Ñ Wpkpmq,Kkpmqq.(4.2.2.6)

Remark 4.2.3. The transfer map (4.2.2.6) is well-defined even if 2 is not invertible. Assume F is any

field, and L is a finite field extension of F . Let g : SpecpLq Ñ SpecpF q be the canonical map, and

let H be a rank one free module over F . Then, g!H :“ HomF pL,Hq is a rank one free module over

L. The transfer is defined to be g˚ : WpL, g!Hq Ñ WpF,Hq by sending a symmetric space ϕ : V Ñ
HomLpV, g!Hq to e ˝ ϕ : V Ñ HomF pV,Hq where the map e : HomF pVF , g

!Hq Ñ HomF pV,Hq
is the “evaluation at 1” map defined by sending f to v ÞÑ fpvqp1Lq.
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4.2.4. Now we define the differential in the precomplex (4.2.1.1)

B :
à

µKpxq“i

Wpkpxq,Kkpxqq Ñ
à

µK pyq“i`1

Wpkpyq,Kkpyqq(4.2.4.1)

as the composition

Wpkpxq,Kkpxqq
‘δ

ÝÑ
à

ỹ

Wpkpỹq,Kkpỹqq
Σtr

ÝÑ Wpkpyq,Kkpyqq(4.2.4.2)

where the sum is taken over all points ỹ that dominate y and live inside the normalization
Ą
txu of txu

in its residue field kpxq. Note that OĄ
txu,ỹ

is a discrete valuation ring dominating the one dimensional

local domain Otxu,y in its field of fractions which is isomorphic to kpxq.

Theorem 4.2.5. Assume that 2 is invertible on X. Then the Rost–Schmid precomplex (4.2.1.1) coin-

cides with the Gersten-Witt complex (4.1.2.10). In particular, the precomplex (4.2.1.1) is a complex.

Proof. It is enough to check the one dimensional local domain case (cf. [Gil07, Proof of Lemma

7.2]). The proof in the local case can be extracted from [Gil07, Propostion 6.10]. �

Remark 4.2.6. (1) In [Plo19, §3], Plowman gave a construction similar to the precomplex

(4.2.1.1) via a Rost-Schmid type construction with residue complexes. Our construction

seems to be comparable to his by translating dualizing complexes to residue complexes, but

such a comparison is beyond the scope of this paper. Plowman has also informed us that he

is able to show that his precomplex is a complex even if 2 is not invertible.

(2) The Gersten conjecture for Witt groups says that if X is the spectrum of a regular local ring,

the precomplex CpX,W,Kq in (4.2.1.1) is an acyclic complex. When X has equal char-

acteristic different from 2, this conjecture is proved in [BGP`02]. In mixed characteristic,

the conjecture is proved by Jacobson ([Jac18, Theorem 3.8]) for any unramified regular lo-

cal ring with 2 invertible. For the two inverted Witt groups WpXqr1
2

s, this conjecture is

proved by Jacobson ([Jac17, Theorem 5.3]) for any excellent regular local ring, and the ex-

cellence condition is later removed in [DFJK21, Corollary E.4]. In fact, one can see that

CpX,W,Kqr1
2

s » CpXQ,W,KQqr1
2
s, since Witt groups of a field with finite characteris-

tic can only have 2-primary torsions; therefore the Gersten conjecture for CpX,W,Kqr1
2

s
(trivially) follows from the characteristic 0 case.

4.3. I-cohomology with dualizing complex.

4.3.1. Throughout Section 4.3, we assume that 2 is invertible in all schemes.

Definition 4.3.2. If k is a field and L is a one-dimensional k-vector space, we define the fundamen-

tal module Ijpk,Hq Ă Wpk,Hq as follows: consider Wpk,Hq as a Wpkq-module, and Ijpk,Hq
is defined to be the submodule of Ijpkq ¨ Wpk,Hq Ă Wpk,Hq where Ijpkq Ă Wpkq is the j-th

fundamental ideal.

Lemma 4.3.3. For x P X with µIpxq “ p, and y P X with µIpyq “ p ` 1 such that y lies in the

closure of x. Then we have

BqppIjpkpxq,Kkpxqqq Ď Ij´1pkpyq,Kkpyqq.(4.3.3.1)

Proof. It is enough to prove the clasim for X the spectrum of a one dimensional local domain A with

dualizing complex K . Let F be the field of fractions, and πη : SpecpF q Ñ SpecpAq the canonical

map. In this case, we mush show that the map Bq : WpF,Kηq Ñ Wpkm,Kmq from the Gersten-Witt
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complex preserves fundamental modules. Choosing suitable injective hulls (i.e. trivializations), one

has a residue map dι : WpF q Ñ Wpkmq and a cubical commutative diagram

WpF,Kηq

ι

��

Bq
// Wpkm,Kmq

ι

��

IjpF,Kηq

88qqqqqqqqqq
Bq

//

ι

��

Ij´1pkm,Kmq

ι

��

77♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦

WpF q
dι

// Wpkmq

IjpF q

88qqqqqqqqqqq
dι

// Ij´1pkmq

77♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥

(4.3.3.2)

The bottom diagram is commutative by [Gil07, Theorem 6.6]. The back vertical diagram is commu-

tative by [Gil07, Diagram (15)] and our definition Bq via the devissage isomorphism (4.1.2.8). The

upper diagram is therefore commutative by the commutativity of other five diagrams. �

Definition 4.3.4. By Lemma 4.3.3, the Rost–Schmid complex (4.2.1.1) restricts to fundamental mod-

ules as

À
µKpxq“m

Ijpkpxq,Kkpxqq
Bq

ÝÑ
À

µKpxq“m`1

Ij´1pkpxq,Kkpxqq Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ
À

µKpxq“n

Ij´pn´mqpkpxq,Kkpxqq.

(4.3.4.1)

Denote this complex by GpX, Ij ,K q, which can be sheafified into a complex of Zariski sheaves of

abelian groups GpX, Ij ,K q.

4.4. I-cohomology with support.

4.4.1. Throughout Section 4.4, we assume that 2 is invertible in all schemes.

4.4.2. Let π : Z Ñ X be a closed immersion, with j : U ãÑ X its open complement. From the

complex GpX, Ij ,K q in Definition 4.3.4, we define the complexes of sheaves

GpX on Z, Ij ,K q :“ ker
“
GpX, Ij ,K q

j˚

ÝÑ GpU, Ij ,K q
‰
.(4.4.2.1)

Definition 4.4.3. We define the I-cohomology of the scheme X with minimal dualizing complex K

supported on Z to be the hypercohomology

H ipX on Z, Ij ,K q :“ HipGpX on Z, Ij ,K qq(4.4.3.1)

We denote H ipX, Ij ,Kq “ H ipX onX, Ij ,K q.

4.4.4. Let Db
c,ZpQpXqq be the full triangulated subcategory of Db

cpQpXqq of complexes supported

on Z , that is, complexes F such that suppF Ď Z . Define

D
p
Z,X :“

!
M P Db

c,ZpQpXqq | µKpxq ě p for all x P supppMq
)

(4.4.4.1)

considered as a full subcategory of Db
c,ZpQpXqq. Since the duality functor #K preserves the subcat-

egory D
p
Z,X , the pair pDp

Z,X ,#K q is a triangulated category with duality. The subcategories D
p
Z,X
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provide a finite filtration

Db
c,ZpQpXqq “ Dm

Z,X Ě Dm`1
Z,X Ě ¨ ¨ ¨ Ě D

p
Z,X Ě ¨ ¨ ¨ Ě Dn

Z,X Ě p0q(4.4.4.2)

which induces exact sequences of triangulated categories with duality

D
p`1
Z,X ÝÑ D

p
Z,X ÝÑ D

p
Z,X{Dp`1

Z,X .(4.4.4.3)

On the other hand, we define

D
p
Z :“

!
M P Db

cpQpZqq | µπ!Kpxq ě p for all x P supppMq
)

(4.4.4.4)

as a full subcategory of Db
cpQpZqq. For the same reason, we have a finite filtration

Db
cpQpZqq “ Dm

Z Ě Dm`1
Z Ě ¨ ¨ ¨ Ě D

p
Z Ě ¨ ¨ ¨ Ě Dn

Z Ě p0q(4.4.4.5)

which induces exact sequences of triangulated categories with duality

D
p`1
Z ÝÑ D

p
Z ÝÑ D

p
Z{Dp`1

Z .(4.4.4.6)

Since µKpzq “ µπ!Kpzq for all z P Z , we have π˚pDp
Zq Ă D

p
Z,X . It follows that we obtain a map of

exact sequences of triangulated categories with duality

pDp`1
Z ,#π5K q ÝÝÝÝÑ pDp

Z ,#
π5K q ÝÝÝÝÑ pDp

Z,X{Dp`1
Z,X ,#π5K q

π˚

§§đ π˚

§§đ π˚

§§đ
pDp`1

Z,X ,#K q ÝÝÝÝÑ pDp
Z,X ,#K q ÝÝÝÝÑ pDp

Z,X{Dp`1
Z,X ,#K q

(4.4.4.7)

which induces a map of long exact sequences of groups

¨ ¨ ¨ ÝÑWipDp

Z ,#
π5K qÝÑWipDp

Z{Dp`1

Z ,#π5K qÝÑWi`1pDp`1

Z ,#π5K qÝÑ ¨ ¨ ¨

π˚

§§đ π˚

§§đ π˚

§§đ

¨ ¨ ¨ ÝÑWipDp

Z,X ,#K qÝÑWipDp

Z,X{Dp`1

Z,X ,#K qÝÑ Wi`1pDp`1

Z,X ,#K q ÝÑ ¨ ¨ ¨ .

(4.4.4.8)

On the other hand, the localization functors

loc : D
p
Z,X{Dp`1

Z,X Ñ
ź

xPZXX
ppq
I

Db
mX,x

pOX,xq(4.4.4.9)

are equivalences of categories. From this, we deduce a morphism of complexes

¨ ¨ ¨ ÝÑ
À

xPZ
ppq

π!K

W
p
mx

pOZ,x, π
5KxqÝÑ

À

xPZ
pp`1q

π!K

W
p`1

mx
pOZ,x, π

5Kxq ÝÑ ¨ ¨ ¨

π˚

§§đ π˚

§§đ

¨ ¨ ¨ ÝÑ
À

xPZXX
ppq
K

W
p
mx

pOX,x,KxqÝÑ
À

xPZXX
pp`1q
K

W
p`1

mx
pOX,x,KxqÝÑ ¨ ¨ ¨ .

(4.4.4.10)

Now the devissage of Gille [Gil07] (or [Xie20, Lemma 4.5]) says that all the vertical arrows

in (4.4.4.10) are isomorphisms, by reducing both groups to Witt groups of fields. The upper line of

(4.4.4.10) computes H ipZ,W, π!K q and the lower line computes H ipX on Z,W,K q. By Lemma

4.3.3, we conclude that:
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Theorem 4.4.5. Let π : Z Ñ X be a closed immersion and let K be a minimal dualizing complex

on X. Assume that 2 is invertible on both schemes. Then the map

π˚ : H ipZ, Ij , π!K q ÝÑ H ipX on Z, Ij ,K q(4.4.5.1)

induced by Diagram (4.4.4.10) is an isomorphism for any i, j P Z.

5. THE (TWISTED) SIGNATURE MAP

5.1. Twisted residue.

5.1.1. Let X be a scheme with a minimal dualizing complex K . Let x, y P X be such that µKpxq “
p and µKpyq “ p ` 1. Recall that both Kkpxq and Kkpyq are one-dimensional vector spaces over their

corresponding residue fields. Our goal in this section is to define a twisted differential

Bre : Cpxr,ZpKkpxqqq Ñ Cpyr,ZpKkpyqqq.(5.1.1.1)

The map (5.1.1.1) will be defined by a twisted residue map followed by a twisted transfer map on the

real spectrum.

5.1.2. Let R be a discrete valuation ring with field of fractions F and let m be its maximal ideal.

Let km be it is residue field. Choose a uniformizing parameter π of R. Suppose P is an ordering on

F . We say R is convex on pF,P q whenever for all x, y, z P F , x ďP z ďP y and x, y P R implies

z P R. For any ordering ξ̄ on km, the set

Yξ̄ :“ tP P SperpF q|R is convex in pF,P q, and ξ̄ “ P̄ on kmu(5.1.2.1)

maps bijectively to t˘1u by sending P to SignP pπq [Jac17, Section 3]. Denote ξπ˘ the ordering on F

such that Signξπ˘
pπq “ ˘1. Jacobson [Jac17, Section 3] defines a group homomorphism

βπ : CpSperpF q,Zq Ñ CpSperpkmq,Zq

s ÞÑ
`
ξ̄ ÞÑ spξπ`q ´ spξπ´q

˘(5.1.2.2)

called the residue map. The map (5.1.2.2) depends on the choice of uniformizing parameter.

Remark 5.1.3. Note that by 2.3.2, if kpmq is finite characteristic, then the target of the βπ is zero.

5.1.4. For a field Q and a one-dimensional Q-vector space H , by Definition 2.3.5, the group

CpSperpQq,ZpHqq is the group

CpSperpQq,Zq bZrQˆs ZrHˆs(5.1.4.1)

where the underlying map

ζ : ZrQˆs Ñ CpSperpQq,Zq(5.1.4.2)

is the ring homomorphism given by

p
ř

naaq ÞÑ
´
ξ ÞÑ

ÿ
naSignξa

¯
.(5.1.4.3)

The twisted residue map is the group homomorphism

β1 : CpSperpF q,Zq Ñ CpSperpkmq,Zppm{m2q˚qq

s ÞÑ βπpsq b π˚(5.1.4.4)

where π˚ is the dual basis of the basis π of the one-dimensional km-vector space m{m2.
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Lemma 5.1.5. The twisted residue map β1 does not depend on the choice of the uniformizing param-

eter.

Proof. Let aπ be another uniformizing parameter with a P R ´ m. Note that β1
aπpsqpξ̄q “

SignP paqβ1
πpsqpξ̄q and SignP paq “ Signξ̄paq. It follows that

β1
aπpsq b aπ˚ “ β1

aπpsqζpaq b π˚(5.1.5.1)

Now, β1
aπpsqζpaqpξ̄q “ Signξ̄paq2β1

πpsqpξ̄q “ β1
πpsqpξ̄q. The result follows. �

5.1.6. Now let H be a free R-module of rank 1, and let t : R Ñ H be a trivialization. Then

tF : F Ñ HF and tkm : km Ñ Hkm are both trivializations, which induce isomorphisms

tF : CpSperpF q,Zq » CpSperpF q,ZpHF qq(5.1.6.1)

tkm : CpSperpkmq,Zq » CpSperpkmq,ZpHkmqq(5.1.6.2)

Definition 5.1.7. The twisted residue map is the group homomorphism

β : CpSperpF q,ZpHF qq Ñ CpSperpkmq,ZpHkm b pm{m2q˚qq

s ÞÑ tkmβpt´1
F psqq

(5.1.7.1)

which does not depend on the choice of trivialization.

5.2. Twisted transfer.

5.2.1. Let F Ñ L be a finite field extension and let P be an ordering on F . We say that an ordering

R on L is an extension of P if the image of P -positive elements in L are R-positive. Define a map

t : CpSperpLq,Zq Ñ CpSperpF q,Zq

φ ÞÑ

˜
P ÞÑ

ÿ

RĄP

φpRq

¸
(5.2.1.1)

where the sum runs through all extensions R of P . The map (5.2.1.1) is well-defined as the sum is

finite, and will be called the transfer map.3

Denote by f : SpecpLq Ñ SpecpF q the canonical map. If H is a one-dimensional F -vector space,

then we have f !H :“ HomF pL,Hq. There is a trace form tr : L Ñ HomF pL,F q which gives rise

to an isomorphism trH : HL Ñ HomF pL,Hq “ f !H by tensoring by H on both sides.

Definition 5.2.2. The twisted transfer map is the group homomorphism

t : CpSperpLq,Zpf !Hqq Ñ CpSperpF q,ZpHqq

φ ÞÑ

˜
P ÞÑ

ÿ

RĄP

tr´1
H φpRq

¸
(5.2.2.1)

given by the composition

CpSperpLq,Zpf !Hqq
idbtr´1

HÝÝÝÝÝÑ CpSperpLq,ZpHLqq “ CpSperpLq,ZpHqq
tbid
ÝÝÝÑ CpSperpF q,ZpHqq.

(5.2.2.2)

5.3. The Gersten complex of a minimal dualizing complex.

3Note that the number of such extensions equals SignP pTr˚x1yq, cf. [Schar85, §3, Theorem 4.5]).
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5.3.1. If A is a one dimensional local domain with field of fractions F , we denote Ã be its normal-

ization. Ã contains finitely many maximal ideals. Choose one maximal ideal m̃ of Ã . Now, Ãm̃ is a

discrete valuation ring with field of fractions F with residue field kpm̃q, and Ãm̃ is a finitely generated

A module. We have a map f̃ : SpecpÃm̃q Ñ SpecpAq. If K is a dualizing complex on A, then f̃ !K

is a dualizing complex on SpecpÃm̃q. We have a commutative diagram

SpecpÃm̃q
f̃

// SpecpAq

Specpkpm̃qq

π̃

OO

g
// Specpkpmqq

π

OO

(5.3.1.1)

Let Kkpm̃q :“ pf̃ !Kqkpm̃q and let Ω be the kernel of the first differential. We have a residue map

β : CpSperpF q,ZpKF qq Ñ CpSperpkpm̃qq,ZpKkpm̃qqq(5.3.1.2)

induced by β1 above via Definition 5.1.7, since we have KF » ΩF and

Kkpm̃q
(2.2.11.1)

» Ω bÃ
m̃

pm̃{m̃2q˚ » Ωkpm̃q bkpm̃q pm̃{m̃2q˚.(5.3.1.3)

Note that kpmq Ă kpm̃q with kpm̃q a finite extension of kpmq, so we have Kkpm̃q “ g!Kkpmq. By

Definition 5.2.2 the twisted transfer (5.2.2.1) can be expressed as

t : CpSperpkpm̃qq,ZpKkpm̃qqq » CpSperpkpm̃qq,Zpg!Kkpmqqq Ñ CpSperpkpmqq,ZpKkpmqqq.

(5.3.1.4)

5.3.2. Let X be a scheme with a minimal dualizing complex K . If x and y are two points of X, by

the same procedure as in 4.2.4, we define the differential mentioned in (5.1.1.1)

Bre :
à

µKpxq“i

Cpxr,ZpKkpxqqq Ñ
à

µKpyq“i`1

Cpyr,ZpKkpyqqq(5.3.2.1)

as the composition

Cpxr,ZpKkpxqqq
(5.3.1.2)
ÝÝÝÝÑ

à

ỹ

Cpỹr,ZpKkpỹqqq
(5.3.1.4)
ÝÝÝÝÑ Cpyr,ZpKkpyqqq(5.3.2.2)

where the sum is taken over all points ỹ that dominate y and live inside the normalization
Ą
txu of txu

in its residue field kpxq.

Theorem 5.3.3. Let X be a scheme with minimal dualizing complex K . Then the following precom-

plex, denoted as GpXr,K q, is a complex of abelian groups:

À
µKpxq“m

Cpxr,ZpKkpxqqq
BreÝÝÑ

À
µKpxq“m`1

Cpxr,ZpKkpxqqq Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ
À

µKpxq“n

Cpxr,ZpKkpxqqq

(5.3.3.1)
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Proof. By 2.3.2 we may assume that X has characteristic 0, therefore with 2 invertible in X. We

construct a commutative ladder diagram

À
µKpxq“m

Wpkpxq,Kkpxqq
B

//

Sign

��

À
µKpxq“m`1

Wpkpxq,Kkpxqq //

2¨Sign
��

¨ ¨ ¨ //
À

µKpxq“n

Wpkpxq,Kkpxqq

2n´m¨Sign
��À

µKpxq“m

Cpxr,ZpKkpxqqq
Bre

//
À

µKpxq“m`1

Cpxr,ZpKkpxqqq // ¨ ¨ ¨ //
À

µKpxq“n

Cpxr,ZpKkpxqqq

We shall pick up one square in the ladder diagram to check the commutativity

Wpkpxq,Kkpxqq
δ

//

Sign

��

À
ỹ

Wpkpỹq,Kkpỹqq

2¨Sign
��

tr
// Wpkpyq,Kkpyqq

2¨Sign

��

Cpxr,ZpKkpxqqq
β

//
À
ỹ

Cpỹr,ZpKkpỹqqq
t

// Cpyr,ZpKkpyqqq

(5.3.3.2)

where the sum is taken over all points ỹ that dominate y and live inside the normalization
Ą
txu of txu

in its residue field kpxq. The problem is reduced to one dimensional case. To explain this, we shall

denote A :“ pOX,xqy which is a one dimensional local domain, and therefore F :“ kpxq is the field

of fraction of A and kpmq :“ kpyq is the residue field of A. If Ã is the normalization of A inside F ,

then Ãkpm̃q is a discrete valuation ring with residue field kpm̃q :“ kpỹq. The commutativity of the left

square is obtained by [Jac17, Lemma 3.1 and 3.2] and [HWXZ21, Lemma A.8]. The commutativity

of the right square is obtained by a similar argument in [HWXZ21, Lemma A.9].

Recall that I8pkpxq,Kkpxqq is the colimit of the sequence

I0pkpxq,Kkpxqq
xx´1yy
ÝÝÝÝÑ I1pkpxq,Kkpxqq

xx´1yy
ÝÝÝÝÑ ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ Ijpkpxq,Kkpxqq Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨(5.3.3.3)

One can promote the ladder diagram of Witt groups Wpkpxq,Kkpxqq to the group I8pkpxq,Kkpxqq,

and we obtain an isomorphism of complexes (as in [HWXZ21, Corollary A.11 and Corollary A.12]
À

µKpxq“m

I8pkpxq,Kkpxqq
B

//

Sign

��

À
µK pxq“m`1

I8pkpxq,Kkpxqq //

Sign

��

¨ ¨ ¨ //
À

µKpxq“n

I8pkpxq,Kkpxqq

Sign

��À
µKpxq“m

Cpxr,ZpKkpxqqq
Bre

//
À

µKpxq“m`1

Cpxr,ZpKkpxqqq // ¨ ¨ ¨ //
À

µKpxq“n

Cpxr,ZpKkpxqqq

The vertical maps are isomorphisms by a theorem of Arason-Knebusch ([Jac17, Proposition 2.7]).

The upper line is a complex by Theorem 4.2.5 and Lemma 4.3.3. We conclude that the lower line is

also a complex. �

Definition 5.3.4. LetX be a scheme with a minimal dualizing complex K . For any open constructible

subset U of Xr, we denote by GpU,K q the following subcomplex of GpXr,K q in (5.3.3.1)

À
µKpxq“m

Cpxr X U,ZpKkpxqqq
BreÝÝÑ

À
µKpxq“m`1

Cpxr X U,ZpKkpxqqq
BreÝÝÑ ¨ ¨ ¨

BreÝÝÑ
À

µKpxq“n

Cpxr X U,ZpKkpxqqq.

(5.3.4.1)
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By sheafifying the complex U ÞÑ GpU,K q in (5.3.4.1), we obtain a complex of sheaves of abelian

groups on Xr

à

µKpxq“m

pixrq˚ZpKkpxqq
BreÝÝÑ

à

µK pxq“m`1

pixrq˚ZpKkpxqq Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ
à

µKpxq“n

pixr q˚ZpKkpxqq

(5.3.4.2)

which we denote by GpXr,K q. In what follows we call it the Gersten complex on Xr.

5.3.5. If K and K 1 are two minimal dualizing complexes on X which are quasi-isomorphic in

Db
cpQpXqq, then there is an isomorphism GpXr,K q » GpXr,K

1q in DpXrq. Since any dualizing

complex is quasi-isomorphic to a mininal dualizing complex (cf. [Gil07]), we can extend the defini-

tion of the complexes GpU,K q and GpXr,K q to any dualizing complex K , which are well-defined

objects in DpAbq and DpXrq respectively.

5.3.6. Note that since the twisting operation is compatible with tensor products of invertible modules

(2.1.5), if L is an invertible OX -module, we have

GpXr,K b Lrnsq “ GpXr,K q b ZpLqrns.(5.3.6.1)

5.3.7. Recall that we have defined in Definition 4.3.4 a bounded complex of Zariski sheaves

GpX, Ij ,K q on X. We denote

GpX, I8,K q “ colim
j

GpX, Ij ,K q.(5.3.7.1)

Proposition 5.3.8. Let X be a scheme with a minimal dualizing complex K . Assume that 2 is invert-

ible in X. Then there are isomorphisms between hypercohomology groups

H ipX, I8,Kq » HipGpX, I8,K qq » HipGpXr,K qq.(5.3.8.1)

Proof. The first isomorphism is established in 4.2.5. By the proof of Theorem 5.3.3, there is an

isomorphism of complexes GpX, I8,Kq » supp˚ GpXr,Z,Kq. Since the functor supp˚ is exact

([Sch95, Theorem 19.2]), the second isomorphism follows from [Jac17, Lemma 4.6] by replacing the

Grothendieck spectral sequence in loc. cit. with the hypercohomology spectral sequence. �

6. SCHEIDERER’S THEOREMS REVISITED

The goal of this section is to prove some generalizations of the results in [Sch95].

6.1. Six functors and purity theorems.

6.1.1. We first recall the six functors on real schemes. For any scheme X, we denote by DpXrq the

derived category of sheaves of abelian groups on the real scheme Xr. By [Bac18, Theorem 35], there

is an equivalence of categories

DpXrq » DA1pXqrρ´1s(6.1.1.1)

between the derived category of Xr and the ρ-inverted A1-derived category of X; in addition, the

association X ÞÑ DpXrq defines a motivic triangulated category in the sense of [CD19, Definition

2.4.45]. By [CD19, Theorem 2.4.50], we have the corresponding six functors formalism on the

fibered category X ÞÑ DpXrq, and the equivalence (6.1.1.1) is compatible with the six functors. In

particular, if f : X Ñ Y is a separated morphism of schemes of finite type, there is a pair of adjoint

functors given by the (derived) exceptional direct image and inverse image functors

Rfr! : DpXrq é DpYrq : f !
r.(6.1.1.2)
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These functors are also have more explicit descriptions: for the induced map fr : Xr Ñ Yr between

the underlying real schemes, the functor Rfr! is the derived functor of the direct image with compact

support functor on sheaves

fr! : ShpXrq Ñ ShpYrq(6.1.1.3)

([Del91, II.8], [EP20, 3.1]). If f “ p ˝ j is a compactification of f , that is, p is a proper morphism

and j is an open immersion ([Con07]), then fr! “ pr˚ ˝ jr!, where jr! is the extension by zero functor.

6.1.2. Recall the following general definition of Thom spaces in motivic categories ([CD19, Exam-

ple 2.4.3.1]):

Definition 6.1.3. Let T be a motivic triangulated category. Let p : V Ñ X be the projection of a

vector bundle over a scheme X, with s : X Ñ V the zero section. The (T -valued) Thom space

ThpV q P T pXq is defined as ThpV q “ Rp!Rs˚Ls
˚p!1X , where 1X P T pXq is the unit object.

As a consequence of the six functors formalism ([CD19, Theorem 2.4.50]), we have the following

properties:

Lemma 6.1.4. (1) (Localization) If i : Z Ñ X is a closed immersion with open complement

j : U Ñ X, then there is a canonical distinguished triangle of endofunctors of DpXrq:

Rir˚i
!
r ÝÑ 1 ÝÑ Rjr˚j

!
r

`1
ÝÝÑ Rir˚i

!
rr1s.(6.1.4.1)

(2) (Projection formula) There is a canonical isomorphism

RHompRfr!F ,Gq » Rfr˚RHompF , f !
rGq.(6.1.4.2)

(3) (Relative purity) If f : X Ñ Y is a smooth morphism with tangent bundle Tf , then there is

an isomorphism of functors

ThpTf q b f˚
r p´q » f !

rp´q.(6.1.4.3)

6.1.5. For a vector bundle V over a scheme X, the cohomology of the Thom space computes the

cohomology groups of V with support in X. More precisely, for any separated morphism of finite

type p : Y Ñ X, we denote by MXpY q “ Rp!p
!Z P DpXrq the motive of Y over X. Then by

[CD19, 2.4.13], the Thom space fits into a distinguished triangle

ThpV qr´1s Ñ MXpV ˆq Ñ MXpV q
`1
ÝÝÑ ThpV q(6.1.5.1)

where V ˆ is the complement in V of the zero section. In the case where V is the trivial bundle of

rank 1, the global section ´1 of V ˆ “ Gm,X gives a map

Z
´p´1q˚
ÝÝÝÝÝÑ MXpGm,Xq(6.1.5.2)

which factors through ThpOXqr´1s and induces a map

ρ : Z Ñ ThpOXqr´1s.(6.1.5.3)

The map (6.1.5.3) is an isomorphism, since the category DpXrq is ρ-stable by [Bac18, Theorem 35].

More generally, the Thom space of the trivial bundle can be computed as

ThpOd
Xq » ThpOX q‘d (6.1.5.3)

» Zrds.(6.1.5.4)

More generally, we have the following result:
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Lemma 6.1.6. Let X be a scheme and let V be a vector bundle of rank d over X. Then in DpXrq
there is an isomorphism

ThpV q » ZpdetpV qqrds(6.1.6.1)

which is compatible with pullbacks and short exact sequences of vector bundles.

Proof. We first deal with the case where V “ L is a line bundle. Since both sides are Zariski sheaves,

we will construct an isomorphism

ThpLq » ZpLqr1s(6.1.6.2)

by gluing local isomorphisms. Let X “
Ť

i Ui be an open cover of X such that the restriction of L to

each Ui is trivial. Then for each i there is an isomorphism

φi : ThpLq|Ui
» ThpOUi

q
(6.1.5.3)

» Zr1s » ZpL|Ui
qr1s.(6.1.6.3)

To show that the φi’s glue into a global isomorphism, it suffices to show that φi|UiXUj
“ φj|UiXUj

.

Let U “ Ui X Uj . By considering the transition maps attached to the local trivializations, it suffices

to show that for any u P OˆpUq, the following diagram commutes

ThpOU qr´1s

ˆu

��

Z
„

//
„

(6.1.5.3)
oo

v

��

Z b
Zrsupp˚ O

ˆ
U

s Zrsupp˚pLU qˆs

u

��

ThpOU qr´1s Z
„

//
„

(6.1.5.3)
oo Z b

Zrsupp˚ O
ˆ
U

s Zrsupp˚pLU qˆs.

(6.1.6.4)

To see this, consider the middle vertical map v P EndpZq “ CpUr,Zq given by sending px, P q, where

x P U and P is an ordering on the residue field of x, to SignP puxq P t˘1u. We need to show that

both squares of the diagram (6.1.6.5) commute with this choice of v. The one on the right commutes

by construction, and the one on the left reduces to the commutativity of the following diagram

MU pGm,U q

ˆu

��

Z
(6.1.5.2)
oo

v

��

MU pGm,U q Z
(6.1.5.2)
oo

(6.1.6.5)

which, by looking at stalks, follows from the topological fact that the multiplicative group of a real

closed field has exactly two connected components.

In the general case, assume that V is a vector bundle of rank d over X. We know that H0pXr,Zq “
H0pXret,Zq is a Zariski sheaf, so by [Ana20, Theorem 5.3] the category DpXrq has a canonical SL-

orientation. By (6.1.5.4), for V a vector bundle of rank r, we have an isomorphism

ThpV q » ThpdetpV qq b ThpOd´1
X q

(6.1.5.4)
» ThpdetpV qqrd ´ 1s »

(6.1.6.2)
» ZpdetpV qqrds(6.1.6.6)

where the first isomorphism is induced by the weak Thom class associated to the SL-orientation.

From the gluing procedure above, we know that the isomorphism (6.1.6.2) is compatible with

pullbacks and tensor products of line bundles. Since weak Thom class are compatible with pullbacks

and short exact sequences of vector bundles, and if 0 Ñ V1 Ñ V2 Ñ V3 Ñ 0 is a short exact sequence

of vector bundles we have a canonical isomorphism detpV2q » detpV1q b detpV3q, we know that the

isomorphism (6.1.6.6) is compatible with pullbacks and short exact sequences of vector bundles. �
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Remark 6.1.7. (1) In the case where X is regular, one can construct the isomorphism (6.1.6.1)

directly by combining [HWXZ21, Theorem 2.48] and the isomorphism (2.3.6.1). The nature

of this argument is the existence of a Gysin morphism for the zero section of L (see [DJK18,

Proposition 4.3.10 1)]). Unfortunately for X singular we do not know how to construct such

a Gysin morphism from the Witt-theoretic side, as all the constructions in the literature are

built on coherent Witt groups instead of the usual ones.

(2) The same arguments as in Lemma 6.1.6 gives an isomorphism ThpV q » ZpdetpV q´1qrds.
This reflects the fact that for any line bundle L there is a canonical isomorphism ThpLq »
ThpL´1q, see [Ana20, Lemma 4.1], [Rön12, Proposition 2.2].

6.1.8. From Lemma 6.1.6 and relative purity (6.1.4.3) we deduce the following result:

Theorem 6.1.9 (Poincaré duality). If f : X Ñ Y is a smooth morphism of relative dimension d with

tangent bundle Tf , there is an isomorphism of functors

f˚
r p´q b ZpdetpTf qqrds Ñ f !

rp´q.(6.1.9.1)

6.1.10. The isomorphism (6.1.9.1) is compatible with compositions in the following sense: if V
g
ÝÑ

X
f
ÝÑ Y are composable smooth morphisms of relative dimensions dg and df respectively, then the

composition

g˚
r f

˚
r p´q b ZpdetpTf˝gqqrdf ` dgs

»g˚
r pf˚

r p´q b ZpdetpTf qqrdf sq b ZpdetpTgqqrdgs

»g!rpf˚
r p´q b ZpdetpTf qqrdf sq » g!rf

!
rp´q

(6.1.10.1)

agrees with the isomorphism (6.1.9.1) for the composition f ˝ g. Indeed, this follows from the short

exact sequence of vector bundles over V

0 Ñ g´1Tf Ñ Tf˝g Ñ Tg Ñ 0(6.1.10.2)

([EGA4, Proposition 17.2.3]), Lemma 6.1.6, and the fact that the purity isomorphism (6.1.4.3) is

compatible with compositions ([Ayo07, 1.5]).

Similarly, the isomorphism (6.1.9.1) is compatible with base change in the following sense: for

any Cartesian square

W
q
//

g
��

X
f��

Z
p
// Y

(6.1.10.3)

with f smooth of relative dimension d, then the following diagram is commutative:

g!rp
!
rp´q

„
// g˚

r p
!
rp´q b ZpdetpTgqqrds

≀��

q!rf
!
rp´q

„
// q!rpp˚

r p´q b ZpdetpTf qqrdsq q!rp
˚
r p´q b ZpdetpTgqqrds.

„
oo

(6.1.10.4)

6.1.11. Let i : Z Ñ X be a closed immersion between regular schemes of pure codimension c, and

denote by N the normal bundle of i. We know that i is in particular a regular closed immersion, and

by the theory of fundamental classes ([DJK18, 4.3.1]), there is a natural transformation of functors

i˚r p´q b ThpNqbp´1q Ñ i!rp´q(6.1.11.1)
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called purity transformation, which is constructed using deformation to the normal cone. By

Lemma 6.1.6 we obtain, for every object F P DpXrq, a natural transformation in DpXrq

i˚r pFq b ZpdetpNq´1qr´cs
(6.1.6.1)

» i˚r pFq b ThpNqbp´1q (6.1.11.1)
ÝÝÝÝÝÑ i!rpFq.(6.1.11.2)

Recall that a sheaf of abelian groups F on Xr is constructible if there is a finite stratification of

Xr into locally closed constructible subsets Mi such that F|Mi
is the constant sheaf associated to a

finitely generated abelian group ([Sch94, Definition A.3]). The following result is a refinement of

[Sch95, Theorem 1.7]:

Theorem 6.1.12 (Absolute purity). If F is a locally constant constructible sheaf on Xr, then the

map (6.1.11.2) is an isomorphism. In other words, there is an isomorphism in DpZrq

i˚rF b ZpdetpNq´1qr´cs » i!rF .(6.1.12.1)

Proof. Since F is a locally constant constructible sheaf, then F is a dualizable object in DpXrq, and

by [FHM03, Proposition 5.4] there is a canonical isomorphism

i˚rF b i!rZ » i!rF(6.1.12.2)

and it suffices to show that the map (6.1.11.2) is an isomorphism when F “ Z is the constant sheaf.

By 2.3.2, we may assume that all schemes have characteristic 0. Then we follow the arguments of

[DFJK21, Appendix C]. If both X and Z are smooth over a base field, then the result follows from

Poincaré duality (Theorem 6.1.9). In the general case, since the problem is Zariski local, we may

also assume that both X and Z are affine. By Popescu’s theorem ([Spi99, Theorem 1.1]), the pair

of regular schemes pX,Zq is a projective limit of closed pairs of smooth Q-schemes with transverse

affine transition morphisms, and the result follows from the smooth case (see [DJK18, Remark 4.3.12

(ii)] for more details). �

Remark 6.1.13. Theorem 6.1.12 refines Scheiderer’s absolute purity theorem ([Sch95, Theorem 1.7])

by giving a precise global identification of the object i!rF (instead of merely locally isomorphic to

i˚rFr´cs), and also by removing the restriction to excellent schemes.

6.2. The Cousin complex.

6.2.1. In this section we study the Cousin complex. The following lemma is a variant of [Sch95,

Corollary 2.2], based on the style of [BO74, 4.2]:

Lemma 6.2.2. Let X be an excellent regular scheme, let U be an open constructible subset of Xr

and let F be a locally constant constructible sheaf on U . Then there is a complex of abelian groups

called the Cousin complex, denoted as CouspU,Fq

à

xPXp0q

H0pxr X U,Fpωx{Xqq Ñ
à

xPXp1q

H0pxr X U,Fpωx{Xqq Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ
à

xPXpnq

H0pxr X U,Fpωx{Xqq

(6.2.2.1)

natural in U and F , whose q-th coohmology group is canonically isomorphic to HqpU,Fq for all

q ě 0.

Proof. The proof is very similar to [Sch95, Corollary 2.2]: we have the coniveau spectral sequence

E
p,q
1 “

à

xPXppqXU

Hp`q
xr

pU,Fq ùñ Hp`qpU,Fq.(6.2.2.2)
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By absolute purity (Theorem 6.1.12), for any x P Xppq X U there is a canonical isomorphism

H
p
xrpU,Fq » H0pxr X U,Fpωx{Xqq, and Hn

xr
pU,Fq “ 0 if n ‰ p. Consequently the spectral

sequence (6.2.2.2) degenerates at E2, and its E1-page is concentrated on the line q “ 0, which gives

rise to the complex (6.2.2.1). �

6.2.3. In particular, Lemma 6.2.2 defines a map of complexes

FpUq Ñ CouspU,Fq(6.2.3.1)

where the map FpUq Ñ
À

xPXp0q H0pxr X U,Fpωx{Xqq can be identified with

FpUq Ñ lim
V ĂXopen

FpVr X Uq »
à

xPXp0q

H0pxr X U,Fq “
à

xPXp0q

H0pxr X U,Fpωx{Xqq.(6.2.3.2)

Here every point x P Xp0q is a generic point of X, and therefore there is a canonical trivialization of

ωx{X .

6.2.4. By Lemma 6.2.2, sheafifying the map (6.2.3.1) gives the following result:

Corollary 6.2.5. Let X be an excellent regular scheme and let F be a locally constant constructible

sheaf on Xr . Then there is a resolution of F by acyclic sheaves:
à

xPXp0q

pixr q˚Fpωx{Xq Ñ
à

xPXp1q

pixrq˚Fpωx{Xq Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ
à

xPXpnq

pixrq˚Fpωx{Xq(6.2.5.1)

6.2.6. Let X be an excellent regular scheme and let U be an open constructible subset of Xr. Let L

be an invertible OX-module, which can be resolved by a minimal dualizing complex KL (2.2.10). In

the case where F “ ZpLq, we have the following result:

Lemma 6.2.7. For F “ ZpLq, the complex CouspU,ZpLqq in (6.2.2.1) agrees with the complex

GpU,KLq in (5.3.4.1).

Proof. We may assume U “ Xr . For any point x of X, by (2.2.11.1) we have an isomorphism

Lx b ωx{X » Lkpxq,(6.2.7.1)

which induces an isomorphism ZpLqpωx{Xq » ZpLkpxqq. To check differential maps agree in each

degree, we only need to check the first differential maps agree, which follows our definition of dif-

ferentials in 5.3.1 and [Jac17, Lemma 4.9] (see also [Sch95, Proposition 2.6]), which finishes the

proof. �

By sheafifying we obtain the following result, generalizing [Sch95, Corollary 2.3]:

Corollary 6.2.8. Let X be an excellent regular scheme and let L be an invertible OX -module. Then

the Gersten complex GpXr,KLq in (5.3.4.2) is a resolution of the sheaf ZpLq by acyclic sheaves.
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7. FUNCTORIALITY OF THE GERSTEN COMPLEX

The goal of this section is to prove the following result:

Theorem 7.0.1. Let f : X Ñ Y be a quasi-projective morphism of excellent schemes and let K be

a dualizing complex on Y . Then there is an isomorphism in DpXrq

γf : GpXr, f
!K q » f !

rGpYr,K q(7.0.1.1)

which is compatible with compositions.

In other words, the Gersten complex GpXr,K q in (5.3.4.2) commutes with the functor f !.

7.1. Closed immersions.

7.1.1. Let i : Z Ñ X be an immersion of schemes and let K be a minimal dualizing complex on

X. Then i!K is a minimal dualizing complex on Z . For x a point of Z , we consider ipxq as a point

of X. Then we have a canonical identification of 1-dimensional kpxq-vector spaces

Kkpipxqq “ pi!Kqkpxq(7.1.1.1)

and µKpipxqq “ µi!Kpxq.

7.1.2. Let i : Z Ñ X be a closed immersion with open complement j : X ´ Z Ñ X. Any open

constructible subset U of Xr can be written as a disjoint union

U “ pZr X Uq
ž

ppX ´ Zqr X Uq(7.1.2.1)

and by (7.1.1.1) there is a canonical (split) short exact sequence of complexes

0 Ñ GpZr X U, i!K q Ñ GpU,K q Ñ GppX ´ Zqr X U, j!K q Ñ 0.(7.1.2.2)

The short exact sequence (7.1.2.2) is functorial with respect U , and therefore by sheafifying we obtain

a short exact sequence of sheaves

0 Ñ i˚GpZr, i
!K q Ñ GpXr,K q Ñ j˚GppX ´ Zqr, j

!K q Ñ 0.(7.1.2.3)

Since j is an open immersion, we have GppX ´ Zqr,K q “ j˚GpXr,K q. In the derived category

DpXrq, the sequence (7.1.2.3) identifies the object i˚GpZr, i
!K q with the fiber of the map

GpXr,K q Ñ j˚j
˚GpXr,K q.(7.1.2.4)

By the gluing formalism (see [SGA4, IV Proposition 14.6], [CD19, Proposition 2.3.3]), we have the

localizing fiber sequence

i˚i
! Ñ 1 Ñ j˚j

˚(7.1.2.5)

from which we deduce an isomorphism in DpXrq

αi : GpZr, i
!K q » i!GpXr,K q.(7.1.2.6)

Note that the isomorphism (7.1.2.6) is a version of Theorem 4.4.5 for real schemes.

7.2. Smooth morphisms.

7.2.1. Let f : X Ñ Y be a smooth morphism of excellent schemes of relative dimension d and let

K be a dualizing complex on Y . Then we have an isomorphism in DpXrq

GpX, f˚Kq b ZpdetpTf qqrds
(5.3.6.1)

» GpX, f˚K b detpTf qrdsq
(2.2.11.1)

» GpX, f !Kq.(7.2.1.1)
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7.2.2. For every point y P Y , consider the Cartesian square

Xy

τy
//

fy
��

X
f
��

y
iy

// Y.

(7.2.2.1)

Let U be an open constructible subet of Xr. Then there is a map

Cpyr X frpUq,ZpKkpyqqq “ CpfrppXyqr X Uq,ZpKkpyqqq

ÝÑCppXyqr X U, f˚
r ZpKkpyqqq “ CppXyqr X U,Zppfyq˚Kkpyqqq

(6.2.3.1)
ÝÝÝÝÑCousppXyqr X U,Zppfyq˚Kkpyqqq “ GppXyqr X U, pfyq˚Kkpyqq

(7.2.2.2)

where the last equality follows from Lemma 6.2.7. Sheafifying the map (7.2.2.2) gives a map of

complexes

f˚
r piyrq˚ZpKkpyqq Ñ pτyrq˚GpXyr

, pfyq˚Kkpyqq.(7.2.2.3)

Lemma 7.2.3. The map (7.2.2.3) is an isomorphism in DpXrq.

Proof. We have the following isomorphisms:

f˚
r piyrq˚ZpKkpyqq » pτyrq˚f

˚
yrZpKkpyqq “ pτyrq˚Zppfyq˚Kkpyqq » pτyrq˚GpXyr

, pfyq˚Kkpyqq.

(7.2.3.1)

where the first isomorphism is the smooth base change ([Sch94, 16.11]), and the last isomorphism

follows from Corollary 6.2.8. It is straightforward that maps (7.2.2.3) and (7.2.3.1) agree, which

finishes the proof. �

7.2.4. Note that pfyq˚Kkpyq is a line bundle on the regular scheme Xy , and therefore the codimen-

sion function on Xy defined by pfyq˚Kkpyq agrees with that of the structure sheaf (2.2.9 and 2.2.10).

By [Har66, III 7.3 and 8.7 5)], for every point x of Xy we have

µf˚Kpxq “ µOXy
pxq ` µKpyq(7.2.4.1)

and

ppfyq˚Kkpyqqkpxq » pf˚Kqkpxq.(7.2.4.2)

7.2.5. Let U be an open constructible subet of Xr, and let m and n be the minimum and maximum

of the function µK . We define a double complex of abelian groups denoted as DpU, f,Kq, as follows:

À
µKpyq“m

À

xPX
p0q
y

Cpxr X U,Zppf˚Kqkpxqqq
Bre

//

Bre
��

À
µKpyq“m`1

À

xPX
p0q
y

Cpxr X U,Zppf˚Kqkpxqqq
Bre

//

Bre
��

¨ ¨ ¨
Bre

//
À

µKpyq“n

À

xPX
p0q
y

Cpxr X U,Zppf˚Kqkpxqqq

Bre
��À

µKpyq“m

À

xPX
p1q
y

Cpxr X U,Zppf˚Kqkpxqqq
´Bre

//

Bre ��

À
µKpyq“m`1

À

xPX
p1q
y

Cpxr X U,Zppf˚Kqkpxqqq
´Bre

//

Bre ��

¨ ¨ ¨
´Bre

//
À

µKpyq“n

À

xPX
p1q
y

Cpxr X U,Zppf˚Kqkpxqqq

Bre ��

...

Bre

��

...

Bre

��

. . .
...

Bre

��À
µKpyq“m

À

xPX
pdq
y

Cpxr X U,Zppf˚Kqkpxqqq
p´1qdBre

//
À

µKpyq“m`1

À

xPX
pdq
y

Cpxr X U,Zppf˚Kqkpxqqq
p´1qdBre

// ¨ ¨ ¨
p´1qdBre

//
À

µKpyq“n

À

xPX
pdq
y

Cpxr X U,Zppf˚Kqkpxqqq

(7.2.5.1)

where
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‚ The entries are given by direct sums of groups of the form Cpxr X U,Zppf˚Kqkpxqqq, for

points y P Y and x P Xy , arranged into a matrix according to the intergers µKpyq and

µOXy
pxq, the codimension of x in the fiber Xy .

‚ The vertical maps are given by the map Bre in (5.3.2.1), and the horizontal maps are given by

the map p´1qiBre whenever x has codimension i in Xy , which are well-defined by (7.2.4.1).

This is a well-defined complex since Bre ˝ Bre “ 0 by Theorem 5.3.3. In addition, by (7.2.4.2),

each column of the complex DpU, f,Kq is a direct sum of complexes of the form GppXyqr X
U, pfyq˚Kkpyqq (placed vertically), and the complex DpU, f,Kq can be written in the forllowing

form:

À
µKpyq“m

GppXyqr X U, pfyq˚Kkpyqq ÝÑ
À

µKpyq“m`1

GppXyqr X U, pfyq˚Kkpyqq ÝÑ ¨ ¨ ¨ ÝÑ
À

µKpyq“n

GppXyqr X U, pfyq˚Kkpyqq.

(7.2.5.2)

We then have a map of double complexes

GpfrpUq,Kq Ñ DpU, f,Kq(7.2.5.3)

given by the following diagram

À
µKpyq“m

Cpyr X frpUq,ZpKkpyqqq
Bre

//

(7.2.2.2)

��

À
µKpyq“m`1

Cpyr X frpUq,ZpKkpyqqq
Bre

//

(7.2.2.2)

��

¨ ¨ ¨
Bre

//
À

µKpyq“n

Cpyr X frpUq,ZpKkpyqqq

(7.2.2.2)

��À
µKpyq“m

GppXyqr X U, pfyq˚Kkpyqq //
À

µKpyq“m`1

GppXyqr X U, pfyq˚Kkpyqq // ¨ ¨ ¨ //
À

µKpyq“n

GppXyqr X U, pfyq˚Kkpyqq

(7.2.5.4)

which is commutative by 6.2.3. By (7.2.4.1), the total complex of the complex DpU, f,Kq is nothing

but the complex GpU, f˚Kq, and therefore the map (7.2.5.3) gives rise to a map of complexes

GpfrpUq,Kq Ñ TotpDpU, f,Kqq “ GpU, f˚Kq.(7.2.5.5)

By Lemma 7.2.3, sheafifying the map (7.2.5.5) gives an isomorphism in DpXrq

f˚
r GpY,Kq » GpX, f˚Kq.(7.2.5.6)

We deduce from the map (7.2.5.6) an isomorphism in DpXrq

βf :f !
rGpY,Kq

(6.1.9.1)
» f˚

r GpY,Kq b ZpdetpTf qqrds

(7.2.5.6)
» GpX, f˚Kq b ZpdetpTf qqrds

(7.2.1.1)
» GpX, f !Kq.

(7.2.5.7)

7.3. General case.

7.3.1. Let S be a scheme and QProjS be the category of quasi-projective S-schemes. We suppose

given, for every scheme X in QProjS , an object EX P DpXrq. Then given two composable mor-

phisms X
f
ÝÑ Y

g
ÝÑ Z in QProjS , and two maps α : EX Ñ f !

rEY , β : EY Ñ g!rEZ , we denote by

β ¨ α the composition

β ¨ α : EX
α
ÝÑ f !

rEY
β
ÝÑ f !

rg
!
rEZ » pg ˝ fq!rEZ .(7.3.1.1)

The following lemma is a standard result in intersection theory (see [FM81], [DJK18]):

Lemma 7.3.2. In the setting of 7.3.1, assume given the following additional data:
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(1) For every closed immersion i : Z Ñ X in QProjS , a map

αi : EZ Ñ i!rEX P DpZrq;(7.3.2.1)

(2) For every smooth morphism f : Y Ñ X in QProjS , a map

βf : EY Ñ f !
rEX P DpYrq;(7.3.2.2)

satisfying the following relations:

(1) For two composable closed immersions W
k
ÝÑ Z

i
ÝÑ X in QProjS , we have

αi ¨ αk “ αi˝k : EW Ñ k!ri
!
rEX .(7.3.2.3)

In other words, the formation of the maps αi in (7.3.2.1) is compatible with compositions.

(2) For two composable smooth morphisms V
g
ÝÑ X

f
ÝÑ Y in QProjS , we have

βf ¨ βg “ βf˝g : EV Ñ g!rf
!
rEY .(7.3.2.4)

In other words, the formation of the maps βf in (7.3.2.2) is compatible with compositions.

(3) For every smooth morphism f : X Ñ Y in QProjS with a section i : Y Ñ X, we have

βf ¨ αi “ id : EY Ñ EY .(7.3.2.5)

(4) For every Cartesian square of schemes in QProjS

W
k
//

g
��

X
f��

Z
i
// Y

(7.3.2.6)

where i is a closed immersion and f is smooth, we have

βf ¨ αk “ αi ¨ βg : EW Ñ g!ri
!
rEX .(7.3.2.7)

Then there is a unique way to associate to every morphism f : X Ñ Y in QProjS a map

γf : EX Ñ f !
rEY P DpXrq(7.3.2.8)

such that

(1) If f is a closed immersion, then γf “ αf .

(2) If f is smooth, then γf “ βf .

(3) For any composable morphisms X
f
ÝÑ Y

g
ÝÑ Z in QProjS , we have

γg ¨ γf » γg˝f : EX Ñ f !
rg

!
rEZ .(7.3.2.9)

Furthermore, if all maps αi in (7.3.2.1) and all maps βf in (7.3.2.2) are isomorphisms, then all maps

γf in (7.3.2.8) are isomorphisms.

Proof. We know that every morphism f : X Ñ Y in QProjS is quasi-projective, and therefore

factors as

X
i

ÝÑ P
g
ÝÑ Y,(7.3.2.10)

where i is a closed immersion and g is a smooth morphism. Given such a factorization, we define

γf “ βg ¨ αi : EX Ñ f !
rEY .(7.3.2.11)

We show that the map γf defined in (7.3.2.11) is independent on the choice of the factoriza-

tion (7.3.2.10), and is compatible with compositions in the sense of (7.3.2.9).
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(1) We first show that if f : X Ñ Y is a closed immersion that factors as X
i

ÝÑ P
g
ÝÑ Y , where i

is a closed immersion and g is smooth, then we have

βg ¨ αi “ αf : EX Ñ f !
rEY .(7.3.2.12)

Indeed, we have a commutative diagram in QProjS

X //

❑❑
❑❑

❑❑
❑

❑❑
❑❑

❑❑
❑

i

((
X ˆY P

g1��

f1

// P
g
��

X
f

// Y

(7.3.2.13)

where X
pid,iq
ÝÝÝÑ X ˆY P is the graph of the closed immersion i, f1 is a closed immersion

and g1 is smooth. Since the square is Cartesian and pid, iq is a section of g1, it follows our

assumptions that

βg ¨ αi
(7.3.2.3)

“ βg ¨ αf1 ¨ αpid,iq
(7.3.2.7)

“ αf ¨ βg1 ¨ αpid,iq
(7.3.2.5)

“ αf(7.3.2.14)

which proves the claim.

We now prove that the map (7.3.2.11) is independent of the factorization. Suppose given

two factorizations of f : X
i

ÝÑ P
g
ÝÑ Y and X

i1ÝÑ P1
g1
ÝÑ Y , where i and i1 are closed

immersions and g and g1 are smooth. We then have a commutative diagram in QProjS

X //

i1 %%❑
❑❑

❑❑
❑❑

i

((
P ˆY P1

q1
��

q
// P

g
��

P1

g1
// Y

(7.3.2.15)

where X
pi,i1q
ÝÝÝÑ P ˆY P1 is the diagonal embedding, both q and q1 are smooth, and the square

is Cartesian. Then it follows from the claim and our assumptions that

βg ¨ αi
(7.3.2.14)

“ βg ¨ βq ¨ αpi,i1q
(7.3.2.4)

“ βg1 ¨ βq1 ¨ αpi,i1q
(7.3.2.14)

“ βg1 ¨ αi1(7.3.2.16)

which proves the result.

(2) We now prove that the map (7.3.2.11) is compatible with compositions. If f : X Ñ Y and

g : Y Ñ Z are two composable quasi-projective morphisms in QProjS , then there exists a

commutative diagram in QProjS

X
i1
//

f ��
❅
❅
❅
❅

P
p1
��

i3
// R

p3
��

Y

g ��
❄
❄
❄
❄

i2
// Q

p2��

Z

(7.3.2.17)

where the horizontal maps are closed immersions and the vertical maps are smooth, and the

square is Cartesian ([LM07, Remarks 5.1.23]). Then it follows that

γg˝f “ βp2˝p3 ¨ αi3˝i1 “ βp2 ¨ βp3 ¨ αi3 ¨ αi1
(7.3.2.7)

“ βp2 ¨ αi2 ¨ βp1 ¨ αi1 “ γg ¨ γf(7.3.2.18)

which proves (7.3.2.9).

The uniqueness of the map γf in (7.3.2.8), as well as the last statement, are clear from the construction

above. �
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7.3.3. We now apply Lemma 7.3.2 to our Gersten complex GpXr,K q defined in (5.3.4.2). Let S

be a scheme with a dualizing complex K . For every object p : X Ñ S in QProjS , the complex

K !
X “ p!K is a dualizing complex on X, and we consider the object

EX “ GpXr,K
!
Xq P DpXrq.(7.3.3.1)

Proposition 7.3.4. The conditions in Lemma 7.3.2 are satisfied if we take the map αi in (7.3.2.1) to

be the map defined in (7.1.2.6), and the map βf in (7.3.2.2) to be the map defined in (7.2.5.7).

Proof. We check the conditions one by one:

(1) Let W
k
ÝÑ Z

i
ÝÑ X be two composable closed immersions in QProjS , and let U be an open

constructible subset of Xr . By construction, the map

GpZr X U, i!Kq Ñ GpU,Kq(7.3.4.1)

in (7.1.2.2) is such that the composition

GpWr X U, k!i!K !
Xq Ñ GpZr X U, i!K !

Xq Ñ GpU,K !
X q(7.3.4.2)

agrees with the map associated to the closed immersion i ˝ k. By sheafification, the map

i˚GpZr, i
!K !

Xq Ñ GpXr,K
!
Xq(7.3.4.3)

in (7.1.2.3) is such that the composition

i˚k˚GpWr X U, k!i!K !
Xq Ñ i˚GpZr X U, i!K !

Xq Ñ GpU,K !
Xq(7.3.4.4)

agrees with the map associated to the closed immersion i ˝ k. By adjunction, this

proves (7.3.2.3).

(2) Let V
g
ÝÑ X

f
ÝÑ Y be two composable smooth morphisms in QProjS , and let U be an open

constructible subset of Vr. From the description of the map (7.2.2.2) in (6.2.3.2), we see that

the map GpfrpUq,Kq Ñ GpU, f˚Kq in (7.2.5.5) is such that the composition

GpfrpgrpUqq,K !
Y q Ñ GpgrpUq, f˚K !

Y q Ñ GpU, g˚f˚K !
Y q(7.3.4.5)

agrees with the map (7.2.5.5) associated to the composition f ˝ g. This shows that the isom-

rophism f˚
r GpY,Kq » GpX, f˚Kq in (7.2.5.6) is such that the composition

g˚
r f

˚
r GpY,K !

Y q » g˚
rGpX, f˚K !

Y q » GpV, g˚f˚K !
Y q(7.3.4.6)

agrees with the map (7.2.5.6) associated to the composition f ˝ g. Since the isomor-

phisms (6.1.9.1) and (2.2.11.1) are compatible with compositions, we deduce that the iso-

morphism βf : f !
rGpY,Kq » GpX, f !Kq in (7.2.5.7) satisfies (7.3.2.4).

(3) Consider a smooth morphism f : X Ñ Y in QProjS of relative dimension d with a section

i : Y Ñ X. Then i is a regular closed immersion, and its normal bundle N agrees with i´1Tf .

In (6.1.11.2) we defined a natural transformation i˚r p´qbZpdetpNq´1qr´cs Ñ i!rp´q, which

induces a map in DpXrq

i˚i
˚GpXr, f

˚K !
Y q Ñ GpXr, f

˚K !
Y q b ZpdetpTf qqrds.(7.3.4.7)
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The map (7.3.4.7) can be described as follows: for every point y P Y , one has µf˚K !

Y
pipyqq “

µK !

Y
pyq ` d and K !

Y,kpyq » pf˚K !
Y b detpTf qqkpipyqq, and therefore for every open con-

structible subset U of Xr there is a canonical inclusion

à

µK pyq“t

Cpyr X U,ZpK !
Y,kpyqqq Ñ

à

µ
f˚K!

Y
pxq“t`d

Cpxr X U,Zppf˚K !
Y b detpTf qqkpxqqq(7.3.4.8)

sending the component of y to the component of x “ ipyq. The map (7.3.4.8) induces a map

of complexes

GpYr X U,K !
Y q Ñ GpU, f˚K !

Y q b ZpdetpTf qqrds(7.3.4.9)

whose sheafification agrees with the composition

i˚GpYr,K
!
Y q “ i˚i

˚f˚GpYr,K
!
Y q

(7.2.5.6)
ÝÝÝÝÑi˚i

˚GpXr, f
˚K !

Y q

(7.3.4.7)
ÝÝÝÝÑGpXr, f

˚K !
Y q b ZpdetpTf qqrds.

(7.3.4.10)

It follows that we have a commutative diagram

i˚i
˚f˚GpYr,K

!
Y q „

(7.2.5.6)
// i˚i

˚GpXr, f
˚K !

Y q
(7.3.4.7)

// GpXr, f
˚K !

Y q b ZpdetpTf qqrds

(7.2.1.1)ss❣❣❣
❣❣❣

❣❣❣
❣❣❣

i˚GpYr,K
!
Y q

(7.3.4.3)
// GpXr, f

!K !
Y q.

(7.3.4.11)

Using adjunction and the naturality of the natural transformation (6.1.11.2), we deduce the

following commutative diagram

i!GpXr, f
!K !

Y q „

(7.2.1.1)
// i!GpXr, f

˚K !
Y q b ZpdetpNqqrds

i˚GpXr, f
˚K !

Y q

(6.1.11.2) 33❣❣❣❣❣❣❣❣❣❣❣

i!f˚GpYr,K
!
Y q b ZpdetpNqqrds

≀ (7.2.5.6)
OO

≀ (6.1.9.1)
��

GpYr,K
!
Y q

≀(7.1.2.6)

OO

i˚f˚GpYr,K
!
Y q

≀(7.2.5.6)
OO (6.1.11.2) 33❣❣❣❣❣❣❣❣❣❣❣

i!f !GpYr,K
!
Y q

(7.3.4.12)

which proves (7.3.2.5).

(4) Consider a Cartesian square of schemes in QProjS

W
k
//

g
��

X
f��

Z
i
// Y

(7.3.4.13)

where i is a closed immersion and f is smooth. Let U be an open constructible subset of Xr.

We have a commutative diagram

GpgrpWr X Uq, i!K !
Y q

(7.2.5.5)
��

GpZr X frpUq, i!K !
Y q

(7.3.4.1)
//

„
oo GpfrpUq,K !

Y q

(7.2.5.5)
��

GpWr X U, g˚i!K !
Y q

„
// GpWr X U, k!f˚K !

Y q
(7.3.4.1)

// GpU, f˚K !
Y q.

(7.3.4.14)
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Indeed, since the map (7.3.4.1) is the inclusion of a subcomplex by (7.1.2.2), the commu-

tativity follows from the description of the map (7.2.2.2) in (6.2.3.2). Sheafifying the dia-

gram (7.3.4.14) gives the following commutative diagram:

k˚g
˚GpYr, i

!K !
Y q

≀(7.2.5.6)
��

f˚i˚GpZr, i
!K !

Y q
(7.3.4.3)

//
„

oo f˚GpYr,K
!
Y q

≀ (7.2.5.6)
��

k˚GpWr, g
˚i!K !

Y q
„
// k˚GpWr, k

!f˚K !
Y q

(7.3.4.3)
// GpYrf

˚K !
Y q.

(7.3.4.15)

Tracking back the construction of the isomorphism (7.2.5.7) and using adjunction, since the

isomorphism (6.1.9.1) is compatible with base change, we obtain the following commutative

diagram

GWpk!f !K !
Y q

(7.1.2.6)

„
// k!GY pf !K !

Y q
(7.2.5.7)

„
// k!f !GXpK !

Y q

GWpg!i!K !
Y q

(7.2.5.7)

„
// g!GZpi!K !

Y q
(7.1.2.6)

„
// g!i!GXpK !

Y q

(7.3.4.16)

which proves (7.3.2.7).

�

By Lemma 7.3.2, Theorem 7.0.1 is then a consequence of Proposition 7.3.4, which finishes the

proof.

8. APPLICATIONS

8.1. Biduality.

8.1.1. In this section we show that the Gersten complex GpXr,K q defined in (5.3.4.2) is a dualizing

object. First recall the definition:

Definition 8.1.2. Let X be a scheme. The subcategory of constructible objects of DpXrq is the

thick subcategory DcpXrq generated by elements of the form fr!f
!
rZ, where f : Y Ñ X is a smooth

morphism.4 We say that an object B P DpXrq satisfies biduality if for any constructible object

A P DcpXrq, the canonical map

A Ñ RHompRHompA,Bq, Bq

is an isomorphism. A dualizing object of DpXrq is a constructible object which satisifies biduality.

The following lemma is a variant of [CD19, Proposition 4.4.11]:

Lemma 8.1.3. Let X be a quasi-excellent scheme and let B P DpXrq. The following statements are

equivalent:

(1) For any projective morphism f : Y Ñ X, the object f !
rB P DpYrq satisfies biduality;

(2) For any projective morphism f : Y Ñ X with Y regular, the canonical map Z Ñ
RHompf !

rB, f !
rBq is an isomorphism.

4It is known that constructible objects in DpXrq are exactly the compact objects ([Jin22, Lemma 2.2]). Another equiv-

alent characterization given by [Jin22, Theorem 1.4] states that a complex C in DpXrq is constructible if and only if there

is a finite stratification of Xr into locally closed constructible subsets such that the restriction of C to each stratum is a

constant sheaf associated to a perfect complex.
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Proof. It is clear that the first condition implies the second, so it suffices to show the converse. By

virtue of 2.3.2, we may assume that all schemes have characteristic 0. Since the scheme Y is quasi-

excellent, we know that DcpYrq agrees with the thick subcategory generated by elements of the form

Rpr˚Z, where p : W Ñ Y is a projective morphism with W regular ([BD17, Theorem 2.4.9]).

Therefore it suffices to show that the following canonical map is an isomorphism:

Rpr˚Z Ñ RHompRHompRpr˚Z, f
!
rBq, f !

rBq.(8.1.3.1)

But by assumptions we have

Rpr˚Z » Rpr˚RHompp!rf
!
rB, p!rf

!
rBq » RHompRpr˚p

!
rf

!
rB, f !

rBq

» RHompRHompRpr˚Z, f
!
rBq, f !

rBq
(8.1.3.2)

which finishes the proof. �

We are now ready to prove the following theorem:

Theorem 8.1.4. Let X be an excellent scheme and let K be a dualizing complex on X. Then the

complex GpXr,K q P DpXrq is a dualizing object.

Proof. First we show that the complex GpXr,K q P DpXrq is constructible. We use noetherian

induction on X. By working with each irreducible component, we may assume that X is integral.

Since X is in addition quasi-excellent, there is a non-empty open immersion j : U Ñ X such that U

is regular. Let i : Z Ñ X be its reduced complement. By localization and Theorem 7.0.1, there is a

distinguished triangle in DpXrq

Rir˚GpZr, i
!Kq Ñ GpXr,K q Ñ Rjr˚GpUr, j

!Kq Ñ Rir˚GpZr, i
!Kqr1s.(8.1.4.1)

By Corollary 6.2.8, we know that GpUr, j
!Kq is constructible, and by noetherian induction

GpZr, i
!Kq is constructible. Since both Rir˚ and Rjr˚ preserve constructible objects ([BD17, Theo-

rem 2.4.9]), this shows that GpXr,K q is constructible.

It remains to show that GpXr,K q satisfies biduality. By Lemma 8.1.3 it suffices to show that for

any projective morphism f : Y Ñ X with Y regular, the following canonical map is an isomorphism:

Z Ñ RHompf !
rGpXr,K q, f !

rGpXr,K qq.(8.1.4.2)

But by Theorem 7.0.1 we have f !
rGpXr,K q » GpYr, f

!K q. Since Y is regular, the map (8.1.4.2) is

an isomorphism by Corollary 6.2.8, which finishes the proof. �

8.2. Borel-Moore real homology theory.

8.2.1. Let S be a regular scheme, f : X Ñ S be a quasi-projective morphism. Then, f : X Ñ S

induces a map fr : Xr Ñ Sr of real schemes. If L is a line bundle on X, we have an associated

locally constant sheaf ZpLq on Xr as in [HWXZ21].

Definition 8.2.2. Define the Borel-Moore real homology theory of fr : Xr Ñ Sr as the hyperco-

homology

HBM
n pXr, Lq :“ H´nG

`
Xr, f

!KS b L
˘

Remark 8.2.3. We have the following identifications

HBM
n pXr, Lq – H´npf !

rZSr b ZpLqq
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where GpXr, f
!KSq » f !

rGpS,KSq is a flasque resolution of f !
rZSr by Corollary 6.2.8, 5.3.6 and

Theorem 7.0.1. Here, ZSr is the constant sheaf on Sr. If S “ SpecpRq and R be a real closed field,

we have

HBM
n pXr, Lq – HBM

n pXpRq,ZpLqq

where the right hand side is the semi-algebraic Borel-Moore homology ([Del91, III §2]), and XpRq is

the semialgebraic space defined by the R-points of X ([Del91, I Example 1.1]). This can be seen by

[Del91, III 12.10]. It is worth to mention that, in the special case S “ SpecpRq, we get the classical

Borel-Moore homology ([BM60], [Iver86], [Bre97]).

Definition 8.2.4. Define the I-homology theory as

HnpX, I8pLqq “ H´npX, I8, f !KS b Lq.(8.2.4.1)

Proposition 8.2.5. Let X be a quasi-projective R-scheme. Let L be a line bundle on X. Then the

signature morphism

Sign : HnpX, I8pLqq
–
ÝÑ HBM

n pXpRq,ZpLqq

is an isomorphism for all n P Z, where the right-hand side is the classical Borel-Moore homology in

topology ([BM60]).

Proof. Note that by Proposition 5.3.8, the signature map induces the following isomorphism

HnpX, I8pLqq – HBM
n pXr, Lq

The result follows from Remark 8.2.3. �

Corollary 8.2.6. Let X,Y be two quasi-projective R-schemes. Let L (respectively L1) be a line

bundle on X (respectively Y ). Then there is a split short exact sequence

0 Ñ
à

p`q“n

HBM
p pX,Lq bZ HBM

q pY,L1q Ñ HBM
n pX ˆR Y,L bR L1q

Ñ
à

p`q“n´1

TorpHBM
p pX,Lq,HBM

q pY,L1qq Ñ 0
(8.2.6.1)

(see 2.1.4 for the notation L bR L1).

Proof. By [Del91, III 11.10] we are reduced to topological Borel-Moore homology ([Bre97, V.3]).

Since pX ˆRY qpRq » XpRqˆY pRq, the result then follows from [Bre97, V.14.1]: the hlc condition

on XpRq and Y pRq is satisfied since both spaces are locally contractible. �

Remark 8.2.7. (1) The Tor-terms are non-zero in general, unless we work with rational coeffi-

cients. For example, for any pair of coprime integers pp, qq there exists a smooth R-scheme

whose set of R-points is homeomorphic to the 3-dimensional lens space Lpp, qq, and conse-

quently its Borel-Moore homology, which agrees with singular homology since lens spaces

are compact, has p-torsion.

(2) We expect the Künneth formula to hold over any real closed field, which we will investigate

in a forthcoming work. However, when the base field k is not real closed, the situation is a

priori more complicated as the real scheme of a fiber product over k is not necessarily the

Cartesian product, and one also needs to take care of the geometric components.

(3) Since the complex GpXr,K q is a complex of acyclic sheaves, the hypercohomology groups

HBM
n pX,Lq can be computed as the cohomology groups of the complex of global sections.

By [DFJK21, Theorem 8.10] we know, after inverting 2, that the groups HBM
n pX,Lq agree

with the twisted A1-bivariant groups in the negative part of the A1-derived category DA1

. In

a forthcoming work we will study a link of these groups with Chow-Witt groups.
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